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SURVEY RESULTS
Recently, we sent out an
online survey to all our
SimsUshare customers.
We wanted to learn what
people were using our
software for and where
improvements
could
be made. The results
exceeded expectations,
and we learned a lot that
we feel will add to the
customer’s experience.
Among the highlights of
the survey are:
Which types of training are
you using SUS to enhance
currently?

The ‘Features-VersusFunctionality’ Dilemma
In 1965, Gordon E. Moore, co-founder of Intel,
predicted that the number of transistors on a
semi-conductor would double every year over
the next decade. In 1975, as the rate of growth
slowed, he revised his time frame to every
24 months. Looking back, was his prediction
(a.k.a. Moore’s Law) correct? Not quite. Over
the past 50 years, the number of transistors on
a microchip has doubled approximately every
18 months!
To illustrate why this is significant, consider that
the computing power of the Apollo Guidance
Computer that helped Apollo 11 travel safety
to the moon and back 50 years ago had 1,300
times less processing power than an iPhone 5.

15% SOPs/SOGs

With ever greater computing power available,
program designers feel compelled to
continually add features and functions to their
programs. This, however, creates a challenging
dilemma. How do you add functions without
sacrificing functionality, especially if the end
user’s field of expertise is not computers?
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A case in point is fire simulation software.
Simulation programs continue to add new

86% Company Level
25% Continuing Education
68% Officer Development
24% Assessment/Certification
35% Promotional Process

features every year, and if the software is
designed to be used by techies, that’s probably
fine. If it isn’t, however, then the program may
become needlessly complicated and complex.
Once that happens, people stop using it.
A key consideration, therefore, is not whether
you can add a feature, but, rather, will adding
the feature make the program more useful to
the majority who use it. Once it is determined
that a new feature will complement the
software program and enhance the user’s
experience, the developer then needs to find
the best way to integrate it seamlessly and
intuitively.
Adding features just because you can is not the
best way to develop user-friendly simulation
applications. Rather, it’s asking for feedback
from the end-user and directing development
towards what they really need to help them do
their job, not solely what you think they need.
With so many options and price points
available, the smart choice for fire simulation
software is one that has functions, yes, but
also one that maintains its core functionality.

SURVEY RESULTS
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How often are you or
your organization using
SimsUshare?
1% Every Day
22% Every Week
63% Every Month
14% Few times a year

How satisfied are/were you
with our customer service?
74% Very Satisfied
11% Somewhat Satisfied
15% Have Not Interacted

How satisfied are/were you
with the value you get from
SimsUshare?
49%
34%
10%
3%
4%
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Three Keys to Effective
Classroom Instruction
Most first responders spend time in a classroom

mental outline may work just fine. However, if the

listening to an instructor as part of their continuing

subject is relatively new or perhaps somewhat

education and training. Although some instructors

involved, a brief, concise, written outline can help

seem to be naturally gifted in that setting, others

the instructor to stay on point.

may find it to be a challenge. If you are an instructor,

An outline also helps to keep the main points of

what are the keys to keeping the audience attentive
and engaged?

the presentation in a logical order and it alerts the
instructor when it is time to move on to the next

One key is the subject material itself. Even if it might

point. An outline is not a scripted text, it’s key

be mind-numbingly technical information, don’t

words or phrases that provide easy reference at a

make it worse by reading long portions of it to the

quick glance.

audience from a manual. Focus on
clearly explaining the main points. If
possible, illustrate points through real
experiences or authentic, interesting

Whether
you are
instructing a
group of five
or twenty-five,
the keys to
connecting
with your
audience are
the same.

HOT OFF THE PRESS

stories that concisely demonstrate

Latest Release:
Additions for SimsUshare
version 2.8.6

on why it is relevant to the subject.

SimsUshare version 2.8.6
is available for download
October 1. Update your
version by visiting https://
simsushare.com/downloadfree-sim-viewer/.

knows what to expect and where

Here are some of the
important new features:

your audience will be no more excited about it than

• Import widescreen photos (16:9
aspect ratio) on Windows and Mac
for sims that go edge-to-edge on
widescreen displays

is important to your listeners, your presentation is
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the lesson, making sure to focus
Provide a brief overview of what you
are going to cover so the audience
you are going. To instruct is good;
to teach is better. A good teacher is
able to simplify the complicated and
make it easier for all to grasp.

Whatever your subject material, remember that
you are. If you can’t find a reason why the material
in trouble before you start.

A third key is the instructor’s delivery.
There are lots of speaking styles that
work. As shown in the picture, you
don’t need to stand in one spot, but if
you do choose to move around, don’t
move continuously as it can become
a distraction to the audience. Without
staring

people

down,

establish

brief eye contact with individuals
in the group, and even if it’s not in
your natural character, speak with
enthusiasm.
Most classroom instruction works

best when you actively involve the audience. A
word of caution, however. If you need to cover a
certain amount of material, you’ll also need to
maintain control of the discussion. We often speak
about connecting with your audience. This is not
as mysterious as it sounds. Speaking to them

A second key is to create an outline of what you

as equals, sharing your own experiences and

want to cover. For some instructors, especially

acknowledging their challenges can quickly bridge

if they have gone over a subject many times, a

any gaps.
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Five K + Five Sims + 28 Minutes =

One
CRAZY
Idea! 

Having been an exhibitor at FDIC in Indianapolis
since 2006, I (Jonathan Kaye) had always been
curious about the annual Thursday evening’s
“Courage & Valor 5K Fun Run”, but honestly
running had never seemed to me to be much
fun. However, in late 2012, I coincidentally found
an exercise routine I could stick with – you
guessed it, running. When FDIC came around in
April 2013, I was determined to get involved.
You may recall that we launched SimsUshare
on phones and tablets in late 2012, so I had this
crazy idea – how many sims could I make WHILE
running the 5K?

HOT OFF THE PRESS
Continued

• Preview thumbnails are now on
the effects menu so you can see
a glimpse of the effect visual when
you are selecting it from the menu
• One-click way to edit the next or
previous location (in the locations
menu)

Those of you who have participated will recognize
the scenery along the Indianapolis Canal Walk.
Not only did I make the sims literally on the fly,
but I finished at a world-record-breaking pace of
less than 9:15/mile. Truly, SimsUshare is the tool
to use when you just don’t have a lot of time to
make a sim (and, of course, when you do have
more time). Enjoy the video!

• Keystroke shortcuts for edit
next/prev
location
(CtrlRight-Arrow,
Ctrl-Left-Arrow,
respectively) and for
Copy
and Paste (Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V,
respectively).

Check out our documentation
for more details!

THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT
(in our opinion)

I knew I couldn’t ‘stop, take the picture, add and
configure effects, continue running.’ No, clearly I
had to do it without even stopping.
This seemed to be the perfect way to demonstrate
both how simple it was and that you can make a
sim anywhere.

https://bit.ly/simsushare5k

THIS QUARTER’S Q&A SIMS•U•SHARE TIP
Don’t make your smoke darker
than your background’s darkest
area
Especially when your photos are a
bit washed out, as in our example
photo: your darkest smoke in a
sim—even if it represents dark,
black smoke in the sim—should
NOT be darker than the darkest
area in your background photo.
Otherwise, the relative darkness
will make the smoke not fit well
with the photo, and hence look less
realistic.

take command

Compare the following photos to see how the darker smoke
renders the sim a little less realistic because the black is too dark.
Also check out how we use two turbulent plumes in each photo,
one behind the other, so the smoke drifts higher than using a
single effect.

“Need to let off some steam?
There’s an app for that!”
How do firefighters have
some good-natured fun? Well,
showing the world that you’re
steaming mad or breathing
fire, of course. Don’t let it
stop there, share it with your
friends on social media, since
remember, the internet doesn’t
forget anything. Check out Silly
Smoker, for iOS and Android,
which could only come from
the slightly-deranged minds of
SimsUshare developers. The
app is free with 3 effects, but
$1.99 gets you 9 more.

https://sillysmoker.com
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES
FDIC INTERNATIONAL 2020,
April, 2020

RECENT CONFERENCES

Get 25+ Free Sims to Use Right Now!
One of the most common questions we get
from new and existing customers is whether
we provide example simulations to help them
get started quickly. The answer is a resounding
YES! Now with the simple sharing mechanism
built into SimsUshare CTC, you can try them out
and adapt them for your training in a couple easy
steps.

• Fire Rescue TV Training Sims: variety of 2,
3, and 4 sides of residential and commercial
buildings from Southern New Jersey shore, in
cooperation with our partner Fire Rescue TV
• Multi-Position Sims #1: extensive single-family
residence, garage, and motel sims designed for
multi-company exercises.

https://simsushare.com/
free-simulation-sets

We currently have over twenty-five (25) free
simulations broken down into five categories:
• Starter Sims #1: a mix of residential and
commercial sims for size-ups, and a basic highrise
• Residential Urban Sims #1: multi-story single
and multi-family residences with evolving
conditions

We expect to keep growing our simulation
library, but if you have sims you would like
share with other customers, please contact us
at support@simsushare.com to help this effort.
Don’t forget we also have pre-made continuing
education packages at https://simsushare.com/
marketplace.

Next Webinar

FIRE-RESCUE INTERNATIONAL,
August, 2019
BRITISH COLUMBIA FIRE
TRAINING OFFICERS, May, 2019
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF
FIRE CHIEFS, May, 2019

UPCOMING SEMINARS
Middle and Southern CA
Demo/Training Tour,
Nov, 2019

RECENT SEMINARS
Washington DC Metro Area,
May, 2019
Couer d’Alene, ID, June, 2019
North Little Rock, AR, June, 2019
Mesa, AZ, June, 2019

Invite us to your area!
seminars@simsushare.com

DEVELOPING YOUR SIMULATION TRAINING HANDBOOK: A STARTER GUIDE
Wednesday, October 23, 8:30am and 3:30pm Eastern Time
Whether you’re just getting started with SimsUshare or you’ve been using it for some time and want
to take it to a new level, you need to develop your roadmap for enhancing training with simulations.

CONTACT US

This 20-minute webinar introduces the new ‘Simulation Training Handbook’, from SimsUshare,
a free, handy idea book that can help you develop such a roadmap. The Guide covears six
areas of training: company-level, continuing education, officer development, assessment &
certification, promotional process, and SOP/SOG development & validation. We encourage
participants as well to help expand the Guide so that we all can benefit!

SimsUshare

Free registration is required. Please visit https://simsushare.com/events/ to register.

(215) 627-8146x702

P.O. Box 63684
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Editor: Steve Ward
takecommand@simsushare.com
www.SimsUshare.com

Recent Webinars
•		Putting the ‘Share’ in Sims-U-Share, June, 2019
•		Introducing the Command Training Center (CTC) and the SimCloud
• Using Victims in your Simulations

Visit: https://simsushare.com/ctc-webinars for recordings
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